Harriers—run past UNH: Wilson races 25-31 win

By Stan Nauk

The University of New Hampshire fell to the sting of Tech's freshman cross country team Friday afternoon. The final score was 25-11. New Hampshire followed in the footsteps of WPI, RPI, Wesleyan, and Coast Guard, as they also have been victimized by the fleet-footed freshmen.

Ben Wilson led the field again, by covering the 2.5 mile course in 12:50. Teammates John Owen and Larry LaDrew finished third and fifth. The haters will try Friday for their third triangular meet victory and for their fourth victory of the season, without a defeat. Their opponents will be Tufts University and Matignon High School.

Harvard routs Boston

Harvard's freshman soccer team breezed by Boston's freshman team, 4-0, in a score of 6-0. This was the second loss in three starts for the freshmen. The game looked like a complete reversal of last week's victory over Tufts. The offensive team could not meet a salacious attack. The problem of teamwork, which was so prevalent in the first match, recurred Saturday. This factor greatly reduced the scoring potential.

Problems, however, were not restricted only to the offense. In the contest surrounding the MIT goal, and despite valiant efforts by goalie John Gerth, the Tech defenders accidentally kicked in three goals for Harvard.

Even though Harvard was given three points, their offense should not be underestimated. The five goals they scored were long and accurate shots that left Gerth helpless. They were the only ones to keep their record tomorrow against the University of New Hampshire.

By Mickey Warren

More than two thirds of all Negroes tested for induction into the armed forces over the past eighteen months have been rejected by the Armed Forces Qualification Test according to an Office of Education report.

This figure was reached in a survey of American educational performance to be published in the October issue of American Education and released after considerable reluctance by the Department of Defense.

According to the breakdown, 67.5% of all Negroes taking the examination failed it, compared with a non-Negro failure rate of 10.8%. The National failure rate for all races was 35.3%. Washington, D.C. had the highest total failure rate, 56.3%. The state of Washington had the lowest overall failure rate, 15.9%, while in South Carolina, which had the highest combined failure rate, 85.6% of all Negroes and 28.8% of all whites failed.

The survey was prepared by the Office of Education, and Professor Richard Noll of MIT. They found that the results were close enough to correlate with the quality of education available to Negroes.

M. C. Center is also among the Armed Forces Qualification Test as one of the best indications of United States educational performance in existence.

The racial breakdown of the failure rates was difficult for the surveyors to obtain. The Department of Defense was not at first willing to part with this information. It was not until Professor Nolliss obtained the necessary number on the file in March that the information was held that the figures were made available.

Generally, the survey found re- sultations highest in the South, lowest in the middle and in the West.